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Abstract. SEIP is a simple and efficient but yet effective solution for
the integrity protection of real-world cellular phone platforms, which is
motivated by the disadvantages of applying traditional integrity mod-
els on these performance and user experience constrained devices. The
major security objective of SEIP is to protect trusted services and re-
sources (e.g., those belonging to cellular service providers and device
manufacturers) from third party code. We propose a set of simple in-
tegrity protection rules based upon open mobile operating system envi-
ronments and respective application behaviors. Our design leverages the
unique features of mobile devices, such as service convergence and lim-
ited permissions of user installed applications, and easily identifies the
borderline between trusted and untrusted domains on mobile platform.
Our approach thus significantly simplifies policy specifications while still
achieves a high assurance of platform integrity. SEIP is deployed within a
commercially available Linux-based smartphone and demonstrates that
it can effectively prevent certain malware. The security policy of our im-
plementation is less than 20kB, and a performance study shows that it
is lightweight.

1 Introduction

With the increasing computing capability and network connectivity of mobile
devices such as cellular phones and smartphones, more applications and services
are deployed on these platforms. Thus, their computing environments become
more general-purpose and open than ever before. The security issue on these en-
vironments has gained considerable attention nowadays. According to McAfee’s
2008 Mobile Security Report [7], nearly 14% of global mobile users have been
directly infected or have known someone who was infected by a mobile virus.
More than 86% of consumers worry about receiving inappropriate or unsolicited
content, fraudulent bill increases, or information loss and theft. The number
of infected mobile devices increases remarkably according to McAfee’s 2009
report [8].

Existing research on mobile device security mainly focuses on porting PC
counterpart technologies to mobile devices, such as signature- and anomaly-
based analysis [17,18,23,26,30,33]. However, there are several reasons that make
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these infeasible. First of all, mobile devices such as cellular phones are still lim-
ited in computing power. This mandates that any security solution must be very
efficient and leave only a tiny footprint in the limited memory. Second, in order
to save battery energy, an always concurrently running PC-like anti-virus so-
lution is, of course, not acceptable. Third, security functionality should require
minimum or zero interactions from a mobile user, e.g., the end user shouldn’t
be required to configure individual security policies. This demands then that
the solution must be simple but general enough so that most users can rely on
default configurations — even after new application installations.

On the other side, existing exploits in mobile phones have shown that user
downloaded and installed applications are major threats to mobile services.
According to F-secure [24], by the end of 2007, more than 370 different mal-
ware have been detected on various cell phones, including viruses, Trojans,
and spyware. Most existing infections are due to user downloaded applications,
such as Dampig1, Fontal, Locknut, and Skulls. Other major infection mecha-
nisms include Bluetooth and MMS (Multimedia Message Service), such as Cabir,
CommWarrior, and Mabir. Many exploits compromise the integrity of a mobile
platform by maliciously modifying data or code on the device (cf. Section 2.1
for integrity compromising behaviors on mobile devices). PandaLab reports the
same trends [11] in 2008. Based on the observation that user downloaded appli-
cations are the major security threats, one objective of securing mobile terminal
should be confining the influence of user installed applications. This objective
requires restricting the permissions of applications to access sensitive resources
and functions of mobile customers, device manufacturers, and remote service
providers, thus maintaining high integrity of a mobile device, which usually in-
dicates its expected behavior. Considering the increasing attacks through Blue-
tooth and MMS interfaces, an effective integrity protection should confine the
interactions between any code received from these communication interfaces and
system parts.

Towards simple, efficient, and yet effective solution, we propose SEIP, a manda-
tory access control (MAC) based integrity protection mechanism of mobile phone
terminals. Our mechanism is based upon information flow control between trusted
(e.g., customer, device manufacturer, and service providers) and untrusted (e.g.,
user downloaded or received through Bluetooth and MMS) domains. By confining
untrusted applications’ write operations to trusted domains, our solution
effectively maintain runtime integrity status of a device. To achieve the design ob-
jectives of simplicity and efficiency, several challenges exist. First, we need to effi-
ciently identifies the interfaces between trusted and untrusted domains and thus
simplifies the required policy specification. For example, in many SELinux systems
for desktop and servers, very fine-grainedpolicy rules are defined to confine process
permissions based on a least-privilege principle. However, there is no clear integrity
model behind them, and it is difficult to have the assurance or to verify if a system
is running in a good integrity state. Secondly, many trusted processes on a mobile

1 Description of all un-referred viruses and malware in this paper can be found at
http://www.f-secure.com/en_EMEA/security/security-threats/virus/
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device provides functions to both trusted and untrusted applications, mainly the
framework services such as telephony server, message service, inter-process com-
munications, and application configuration service. Therefore simply denying the
communications between trusted and untrusted process decreases the openness of
mobile devices – mobile users enjoy downloading and trying applications from dif-
ferent resources.We address these challenges by efficiently determining boundaries
between trusted and untrusted domains from unique filesystem layout on mobile
devices, and by classifying trusted subjects (processes) according to their variant
interaction behaviors with other processes. We propose a set of integrity protec-
tion rules to control the inter-process communications between different types of
subjects.

We have implemented and deployed SEIP on a real-world Linux-based mobile
phone device, and we leverage SELinux to define a respective policy. Our policy
size is less than 20kB in binary form and requires less than 10 domains and
types. We demonstrate that our implementation can prevent major types of
attacks through mobile malware. Our performance study shows that the incurred
overhead is significantly smaller compared to PC counterpart technology.

Outline. In the next section we discuss threats to mobile platform integrity and
the overview of SEIP. Details of our design and integrity rules are described in
Section 3, and implementation and evaluation in Section 4. We present related
work on integrity model and mobile platform security in Section 5, and conclude
this paper in Section 6.

2 Overview

2.1 Integrity Threat Model

We focus our study on the integrity protection of mobile platforms. Particularly
for this purpose, we study the adversary model of mobile malware from two
aspects: infection mechanisms and compromising mechanisms from application
level.

Infection Mechanisms. With the constraints of computing capability, net-
work bandwidth, and I/O, the major usage of mobile devices is for consuming
data and services from remote service providers, instead of providing data and
services to others. Based on this feature, the system integrity objective for mo-
bile devices is different from that in desktop and server environments. For typical
server platforms, one of the major security objectives is to protect network-faced
applications and services such as httpd, smtpd, ftpd, and samba, which accept
unverified inputs from others [27]. For mobile phone platforms, on the other
side, the major security objective is to protect system integrity threaten by user
installed applications. According to mobile security reports from F-Secure [24]
and PandaLab [11], most existing malware on cell phones are unintentionally
downloaded and installed by user, and so far there are no worms that do not
need user interaction for spreading.
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Although most phones do not have Internet-faced services, many phones have
local and low bandwidth communication services such as file-sharing via Blue-
tooth. Also, the usage of multimedia messaging service (MMS) has been increas-
ing. Many viruses and Trojans have been found in Symbian phones which spread
through Bluetooth and/or MMS such as Cabir, CommWarrior, and Mabir.
Therefore, any code or data received via these services should be regarded as
untrusted, unless a user explicitly prompt to trust it. The same consideration
applies for any received data via web browsers.

Integrity Compromising Mechanisms. Many mobile malware compromise
a platform’s integrity by disabling legal phone or platform functions. For ex-
ample, once installed, mobile viruses like Dampig, Fontal, Locknut, and Skulls
maliciously modify system files and configurations thus disable application man-
ager and other legal applications. Doomboot installs corrupted system binaries
into c: drive of a Symbian phone, and when the phone boots these corrupted
binaries are loaded instead of the correct ones, and the phone crashes at boot.
Similarly Skulls can break phone services like messaging and camera.

As a mobile phone contains lots of sensitive data of its user and network service
provider, they can be targets of attacks. For example, Cardblock sets a random
password to a phone memory card thus makes it no longer accessible. It also
deletes system directories and destroys information about installed applications,
MMS and SMS messages, phone numbers stored on the phone, and other critical
system data. Other malware such as Pbstealer and Flexispy do not compromise
the integrity of a platform, but stealthily copy user contact information and
call/message history and send to external hosts.

Monetary loss is an increasing threat on mobile phones. Many viruses and
Trojans trick a device to make expensive calls or send messages. For example,
Redbrowser infects mobile phones running Java (J2ME) and sends SMSs to a
fixed premium rate number at a rate of $5 - $6 per message, which is charged to
the user’s account. Mquito, which is distributed with a cracked version of game
Mosquitos in pirate channels, sends an SMS message to a premium rate number
before the game starts normally.

2.2 SEIP Overview

To effectively achieve integrity protection goals while respecting the constraints of
mobile computing environments, we propose the following tactics for our design.

Simplified boundary of trusted and untrusted domains. Instead of con-
sidering fine-grained least privileges for individual applications, we focus on
integrity of trusted domains. With this principle, we identify domain bound-
ary along with relatively simpler filesystem layout in many Linux-based mobile
phones than in PC and server environments. Specifically, based on our investiga-
tion, most phone-related services from device manufacture and network provider
are deployed on dedicated filesystems, while user downloaded application can
only be installed on another dedicated filesystem or directory, or flash memory
card. Thus, for example, one policy can specify that by default all applications
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belonging to the manufacturer or service provider are trusted for integrity pur-
pose, while user installed applications are untrusted. An untrusted application
can be upgraded to trusted one only through extra authentication mechanisms
or explicit authorization from user.

MAC-based integrity model. Many mobile platforms use digital signature to
verify whether a downloaded application can have certain permissions, such as
Symbian [22], Qtopia [13], MOTOMAGX [9], and J2ME [3]. All the permissions
specified by a signed application profile are high level APIs, e.g., making phone
call or sending messages. However, first of all, these approaches cannot check the
parameters of allowed API calls, thus a malicious application still may get sen-
sitive access or functions with allowed APIs, such as call or send SMS messages
to premium rate numbers. Secondly, API invocation control cannot restrict the
behaviors of the target application when it makes low level system calls, e.g.,
invoking system process or changing code and data of trusted programs. This
is especially true for platforms that allow installing native applications such as
LiMo [4], Maemo [6], GPE [2], Qtopia [12], and JNI-enabled Android. Thirdly
and most importantly, most of these “ad-hoc” approaches do not apply any kind
of foundational security model. Logically, it is nearly impossible to specify and
verify policies for fundamental security properties such as system integrity. In
our design, we use MAC-based security model, thus different processes from the
same user can be assigned with different permissions. Further, our approach en-
ables deeper security checks than simply allowing/denying API calls. Finally,
instead of considering extremely fine-grained permission control thus requiring a
complete and formal verified policy, we focus on read- and write-like permissions
that affect system integrity status, thus makes integrity verification feasible.

Trusted subjects handling both trusted and untrusted data. Traditional
integrity models either prohibit information flow from low integrity sources to
high integrity processes (e.g., BIBA [16]), or degrade the integrity level of high
integrity processes once receiving low data (e.g., LOMAC [21]). However, both
approaches are not flexible enough for the security and performance requirements
of mobile platforms. Specifically, due to function convergence, one important
feature of mobile phone devices is that resources are maintained by individual
framework services and running as daemons which accepting requests from both
trusted and untrusted processes. For example, in LiMo platform [4], a message
framework controls all message channels between the platform and base sta-
tions, and implements all message-related functions. Any program that needs
to receive/send SMS or MMS messages has to call the interfaces provided by
this framework, instead of directly interacting with the wireless modem driver.
Other typical frameworks include telephony service serving voice conversation
and SIM card accesses, and network manager serving network access such as
GPRS, WiFi, and Bluetooth. All these frameworks are implemented as indi-
vidual daemons with shared libraries, and expose their functions through public
interfaces (e.g., telephony APIs). Similar mechanisms are used for platform man-
agement functions such as application management (application installation and
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launch), configuration management, and data storage. Many frameworks need to
accept inputs from both trusted and untrusted applications during runtime —
to provide, for e.g., telephony or message services. However, due to performance
reasons they cannot frequently change their security levels. Thus, traditional in-
tegrity models such as BIBA and LOMAC are not flexible enough to support
such security requirements. Similarly, “domain transitions” used in SELinux are
also infeasible for mobile platforms.

Towards this issue, we propose some particular trusted processes can accept
untrusted information while maintaining their integrity level. The critical re-
quirement here is that accepted untrusted information does not affect the be-
havior of such trusted process and others. We achieve this goal via separating
information received from subjects of different integrity levels. Note that an
important feature that distinguishes our approach from traditional information
flow–based integrity models is that, we do not sanitize low integrity informa-
tion and increase its integrity level, as Clark-Wilson–like [19,25,32] models do.
Instead, we separate the data from different integrity levels within a trusted
subject thus receiving untrusted data does not affect its behavior.

3 Design of SEIP

This section presents design details and integrity rules of SEIP for mobile plat-
forms based on discussed security threats and our strategies. Although we de-
scribe within the context of Linux-based mobile systems, our approach can be
applied to other phone systems such as Symbian, as they have similar inter-
nal software architecture. One assumption is that we do not consider attacks
in kernel and hardware, such as installing kernel rootkits or re-flashing unau-
thentic kernel and filesystem images to devices. That is, our goal is to prevent
software-based attacks from application level.

3.1 Trusted and Untrusted Domains

To preserve the integrity of a mobile device, we need to identify the integrity
level of applications and resources. In mobile platforms, typically trusted appli-
cations such as those from device manufacture and wireless network provider are
more carefully designed and tested as they provide system and network services
to other applications. Thus, in our design we regard them as high integrity ap-
plications or subjects. Note that completely verifying the trustworthiness of a
high integrity subject, e.g., via static code analysis, is out of the scope of SEIP.
As aforementioned, our major objective is to prevent platform integrity compro-
mising from user installed applications. Therefore by default all user installed
applications later on the platform are regarded as low integrity. In some cases,
a user installed application should be regarded as high integrity, e.g., if it is
provided by the network carrier or trusted service provider and requires sensi-
tive operations such as accessing SIM or user data, e.g., for mobile bank and
payment applications. For applications belonging to 3rd party service providers,
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it is in high or low level integrity based the trust agreement between the service
provider and user or manufacturer/network provider. For example, an anti-virus
agent on a smartphone from a trusted service provider needs to access many
files and data of the user and network provider and should be protected from
modification of low integrity software, therefore it is regarded as high integrity.
Other high integrity applications can be trusted platform management agents
such as device lock, certificate management, and embedded firewall.

Usually, extra authentication mechanism is usually desired when a user in-
stalled application is considered as high integrity or trusted, such as application
source authentication via digital signature verification, or explicitly authorized
via UI actions from the user.

Based on the integrity objective of SEIP–to protect system and service compo-
nents from user installed applications, we specify the boundary in the filesystem
of mobile devices. We lay out all Linux system binaries, shared libraries, privi-
leged scripts, and non-mutable configuration files into dedicated file system or
system partition. Similar layout can be used all phone related application bi-
naries, configurations, and framework libraries. All user applications can only
be installed in a writable filesystem or a directory and the /mnt/mmc, which is
mounted when a flash memory card is inserted. However, many phone related
files are mutable, including logs, tmp files, database files, application configu-
ration files, and user-customizable configuration files, thus have to be located
in writable filesystems. Policies should be carefully designed to distinguish the
writing scope of a user application. We have observed similar approaches have
been used on Motorola EZX series [10] and Android [1].

We note that filesystem layout is determined by the manufacturer of a device
and such a separation can be enforced quite easily. This approach simplifies pol-
icy definitions and reduces runtime overhead compared to traditional approaches
such as SELinux on PCs, which sets the trust boundaries based on individual
files. Note that we assume there is secure re-flashing of the firmware of a device.
If arbitrary re-flashing is enabled, an attacker can install untrusted code into
trusted side of the filesystem offline, and re-flash the filesystem image to the de-
vice. When the devices boots, the untrusted code is loaded into trusted domain
during runtime and can ruin the system integrity.

3.2 Subjects and Objects

Like traditional security models, our design distinguishes subjects and objects
in OS. Basically, subjects are active entities that can access to objects, which
are passive entities in a system such as files and sockets. Subjects are mainly
active processes and daemons, and objects include all possible entities that can
be accessed by processes, such as files, directories, filesystems, network objects,
program and data files. Note that a subject can also be an object as it can be
access by another process, e.g., being launched or killed. In an OS environment,
there are many different types of access operations. For example, SELinux pre-
defines a set of object classes and their operations. For integrity purposes, we
focus on three access operations: create, read, and write. From information flow
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perspective, all access operations between two existing entities can be mapped
to read-like and write-like operations [14].

3.3 Trusted Subjects

We distinguish three types of trusted subjects2 on mobile platforms, according
to their functionalities and behaviors. Different integrity rules (cf. Section 3.4)
are applied to them for integrity protection purpose.

Type I trusted subjects. This type includes high integrity system processes
and services such as init and busybox, which are basically the trusted comput-
ing base (TCB) of the system. Another set of Type I trusted subjects includes
some service daemons which do not need input from untrusted subjects, such as
device status manager (cf. Section 4.3). Only high integrity subjects can have
information flow to those subjects, while untrusted subjects can only read from
them. Type I trusted subjects also include pre-installed applications from de-
vice manufacture or service provider, such as dialer, calendar, clock, calculator,
contact manager, etc. As they usually only interact with other high integrity
subjects and objects, their integrity level is constant.

Type II trusted subjects. These are applications provided by trusted re-
sources, but usually read low integrity data only, such as browser, MMS agent,
and media player. They are usually pre-deployed in many smartphones by de-
fault, which can be considered as trusted subjects in our strategy. However, they
mostly read untrusted Internet content or play downloaded media files in flash
memory card. These subjects usually do not communicate with other high in-
tegrity subjects in most current smartphone systems, and they do not write to
objects which should be read by other trusted subjects. Therefore, in our de-
sign we downgrade their integrity level during runtime without affecting their
functions and system performance3.

Type III trusted subjects. These are mainly service daemons such as tele-
phony, message, network manager, inter-process communication (IPC), applica-
tion and platform configuration services. These subjects need to communicate
with both low and high integrity subjects, and read and write both low and
high integrity objects. For integrity purpose, we need to prevent any informa-
tion flowing from low integrity entities to high integrity entities by using these
daemons’ functions. Careful investigation to the internal architecture of a dae-
mon is needed to isolate information from trusted and untrusted entities. In
general we adopt the following design principle towards this problem.
2 The concept of trusted subjects in SEIP is different from that in traditional trusted

operating system and database [29]. Traditionally, a trusted subject is allowed to
bypass MAC and access multiple security levels. Here we use it to distinguish appli-
cations from trusted resources and user downloaded.

3 Modern browsers such as Chromium has multi-process architecture, where browser
kernel process can be regarded as trusted and renderer processes are not trusted.
However we observed that this architecture has not been widely adopted on mass-
produced mobile devices.
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As a typical service framework provides functions to other applications via
APIs defined in library files, we identify all create- and write-like APIs for each
framework, and track their implementing methods in the daemon. For a creating
method, we insert a hook to label the new object with the integrity level of the
requesting subject. For a write-like method, we insert a hook to check the label
of target object and the requesting subject, and deny or allow the access accord-
ing to pre-defined policies according to our integrity rules. Section 4 illustrates
the details of applying this principle to some major service frameworks on our
evaluation platform.

3.4 Integrity Rules

For integrity protection, it is critical to control how information can flow between
high and low integrity entities. Without restriction, a process can accept low
integrity data and write to high integrity data or send to high integrity processes.
We propose a set of information flow control rules for different types of subjects.
Our rules focus on create, read, and write operations4.

Rule 1. create(s, o) ← L(o) = L(s), where L(x) is the integrity level of subject
or object x: when an object is created by a process, it inherits the integrity level
of the process.

Rule 2. create(s1, s2, o) ← L(o) = MIN((L(s1), L(s2)): when an object is cre-
ated by a trusted process s1 with input/request from another process s2, the object
inherits the integrity level of the lower bound of s1 and s2.

These two rules are exclusively applied upon a single object creation. Typically,
Rule 1 applies to objects that are privately created by a process. For example, an
application’s logs, intermediate and output files are private data of this process.
This rule is particularly applied to Type I trusted subjects and all untrusted
subjects. Rule 2 applies to objects that are created by a process upon the request
of another process. In one case, s1 is a server running as a daemon process, the
s2 can be any process that leverages the function of the daemon process to create
objects, e.g., to create a GPRS session, or access SIM data. In another case, s1

is a common tool or facility program that can be used by s2 to create object. In
these cases, the integrity level of the created object is corresponding to the lower
of s1 and s2. This rule is applied to Type III trusted subjects as aforementioned.

Rule 3. can read(s, o) ← L(s) ≤ L(o): a low integrity process can read from
both low and high integrity entities, but a high integrity process can only read
from entity of the same level.

Rule 4. can write(s, o) ← L(s) ≥ L(o): a high integrity process can write to
both low and high integrity entities, but a low integrity process can only write to
entity of the same level.

4 We consider destroying/deleting an object is the same operation as writing an object.
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As Figure 1(a) shows, these two rules
indicate that there is no restriction
on information flow within trusted en-
tities, and within untrusted entities,
respectively. However, these also im-
ply that information flow is only al-
lowed from high integrity entities to
low integrity entities, which are, fun-
damentally, BIBA-like integrity poli-
cies. Note that a reading or writing
operation can happen between a sub-
ject and an object, or between two
subjects via IPC mechanisms. These
two rules are applied to direct com-
munication between Type I trusted
subjects and all untrusted entities.

High Low

(a)

(b)

Low

Low

TrustedHigh

High

Fig. 1. Information flows are allowed be-
tween high and low integrity entities, di-
rectly or indirectly via trusted subjects

Rule 5. can read(s, o1) ← L(s) ≥ L(o1) ∧ write(s, o2) ∧L(o1) ≥ L(o2): a high
integrity process s can receive information from low integrity entity o1, provided
that the information is separated from that of other high integrity entities, and
it flows to low integrity entity o2 by the high integrity process s.

As Figure 1(b) shows, this rule allows a trusted subject to behave as a communi-
cation or service channel between untrusted entities. This rule is particularly for
the Type III trusted subjects, which can read/receive inputs from low integrity
entities while maintaining its integrity level, under the condition that the low
integrity data or requests are separated from high integrity data and handled
over to a low integrity entity by the trusted subject.

Rule 5 requires that any input from untrusted entities does not affect the
runtime behavior of the high integrity subject. Therefore not every subject can
be trusted for this purpose. Typically, communications between applications
and service daemons can be modelled with this rule. For example, on a mobile
phone device, a telephony daemon can create a voice conversation between an
application and wireless modem, upon the calling of telephony APIs. A low
integrity process cannot modify any information of the connection created by a
high integrity process, thus preventing stealthily forwarding the conversation to
a malicious host, or making the conversation into a conference call. For another
example, data synchronizer from device manufacture or network provider can be
trusted to read both high and low integrity data without mixing them.

Rule 6. change level : L′(s) = L(o) ← read(s, o)∧L(s) > L(o): when a trusted
subject reads low integrity object, its integrity level is changed to that of the object.

This rule is dedicated for the Type II trusted subjects, which usually read un-
trusted data (e.g., Internet content or media files). As these subjects do not
communicate with other trusted subjects, downgrading their integrity level does
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not affect their functions and system performance in our design. This is the only
rule that changes a subject’s integrity level during runtime.

3.5 Dealing with IPC

According to Rule 1, most IPC objects inherit the integrity level of their creating
processes, including domain sockets, pipes, fifo, message queues, shared memory,
and shared files. Therefore, when a low integrity process creates an IPC object
and write to it, a high integrity process cannot read from it, according to our
integrity rules. In many mobile Linux platforms such as LiMo, OpenMoko, GPE,
Maemo, and Qtopia, D-Bus is the major IPC, which is a message-based com-
munication mechanism between processes. A process builds a connection with a
system- or user-wide D-Bus daemon (dbusd). When the process wants to com-
municate to anther process, it sends messages to dbusd via its connection. The
dbusd maintains all connections of many processes, and routes messages between
them. A D-Bus message is an object in our design, which inherits integrity level
from its creating process. According to Rule 5, Type III trusted subject dbusd
(specified by policy) can receive any D-Bus message (low or high integrity level)
and forward to corresponding destination process. Typically, a trusted process
can only receive high integrity messages from dbusd. Also, according to Rule 5,
if a process is a Type III trusted daemon, like telephony or message server dae-
mon, it can receive high and low integrity messages from dbusd, and handle
them separately within the daemon. Next section illustrates the implementation
details of secure D-Bus and other phone service daemons based on our design.

3.6 Program Installation and Launching

An application to be installed is packaged according to particular format (e.g.,
the .SIS file for Symbian and .ipk for many Linux-based phone systems), and
application installer reads the program package and meta-data and copies the
program files into different locations in local filesystem. As the application in-
staller is a Type III trusted subject specified by policy, it can read both high
and low integrity application packages. Also, according to our integrity Rule 2
and 5, it writes (when installing) to trusted part of the filesystem when reads
high integrity software package, and writes to untrusted part of the filesystem
when reads low integrity package.

Similar to installation, during the runtime of a mobile system, a process is
invoked by a trusted program called program launcher, which is also a Type III
trusted subject according to policy. Both high and low integrity processes can be
invoked by the program launcher. All processes invoked from trusted program
files are in high integrity level, and all processes invoked from untrusted program
files are in low integrity level. Compare to traditional POSIX-like approaches,
where a process’s security context and privileges typically are determined by
a calling process, in our design, a process’s integrity level is determined by the
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integrity level of its program files including code and data5. On one aspect,
this enhances the security as a malicious application cannot be launched to a
privileged process, which is a major vulnerability in traditional OS; on the other
aspect, this simplifies policy specification in a real system, which can be seen in
next section.

3.7 Dealing with Bluetooth/MMS/Browser and Their Received
Code/Data

As aforementioned in Section 2.1, SEIP regards MMS agents and mobile browsers
as Type II trusted subjects via security policy. According to integrity Rule 6,
their integrity level is changed to low whenever they receive data from outside,
e.g., reading message or browsing web content. Any code or data received from
Bluetooth, MMS, and browser is untrusted by default as during runtime these
subjects only can write untrusted system resources such as filesystems. Thus,
any process directly invoked from arbitrary code by MMS agent or browser is
in low integrity level, according to our integrity Rule 1. Further, any code saved
by these subjects is in low integrity level and it cannot be launched to high in-
tegrity processes, as the program launcher is Type III trusted subject following
integrity Rule 5. Thus it cannot write to trusted resources and services, such
as corrupting system binaries or changing platform configurations. More fine-
grained policy rules can be defined to restrict phone related functions that an
untrusted process can have, such as accessing phone address book, sending mes-
sages, and building Bluetooth connections, which prevent further distribution of
potentially malicious code from this untrusted subject.

It is possible that some software and data received from Bluetooth, MMS, and
browser are trusted. For instance, a user can download a trusted bank application
from his PC via Bluetooth or from a trusted financial service provider’s website
via browser. For another example, many users use Bluetooth to sync calender and
contact list between mobile devices and PC. SEIP does not prevent these types
of applications. Usually, with extra authorization mechanism such as prompting
via user actions, even one application or some data is originally regarded as
untrusted, it can be installed or stored to the trusted side, e.g., by the application
manager or similar Type III trusted subjects on the phone. Similar mechanism
can be used for syncing user data or installing user certificate via browser.

4 Implementation and Evaluation

We have implemented SEIP on a real LiMo platform [4]. Our implementation is
built on SELinux, which provides comprehensive security checks via Linux Secu-
rity Module (LSM) in kernel. Also SELinux provides domain-type and role-based
policy specifications, which can be used to define policy rules to implement high
5 Superficially this feature is similar to the setuid in Unix/Linux. However setuid is

mainly for privilege elevation for low privileged processes to complete sensitive tasks,
while here we confine a process’s integrity aligning with its program’s integrity level.
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level security models. However, existing deployments of SELinux on desktop and
servers have very complex security policies and usually involves heavy admin-
istrative task; furthermore, current SELinux does not have an integrity model
built-in. On one side, our implementation simplifies SELinux policy for mobile
phone devices based on SEIP. On the other side, our implementation augments
SELinux policy with built-in integrity consideration.

4.1 Trusted and Untrusted Domains

Figure 2 shows a high-level view of the filesystem and memory space layout in
our evaluation platform. All Linux system binaries (e.g., init, busybox), shared
libraries (/lib, /usr/lib), scripts (e.g., inetd, network, portmap), and non-
mutable configuration files (fstab.conf, inetd.conf, inittab.conf,
mdev.conf) are located in a read-only cramfs filesystem. Also, all phone re-
lated application binaries, configurations, and framework libraries are located
in another cramfs filesystem. All mutable phone related files are located in an
ext3 filesystem, including logs, tmp files, database files, application configura-
tion files, and user-customizable configuration files (e.g., application settings and
GUI themes). By default, all codes and data downloaded by user, e.g., via USB,
Bluetooth, MMS, or browser, are stored and installed under /app/usr of the
ext3 filesystem and in /mnt/mmc (which is mounted when a flash memory card
is inserted), unless explicitly prompted by the user to install to the trusted ext3
filesystem.

Trusted Subjects
Untrusted
Subjects

read-only filesystems
(e.g, cramfs)

ext3 read-write
filesystems

sys_t, telephony_t, statusmg_t,  
jvm_t, gconfd_t, dbusd_t, ...

controlled
communication

read/writeread read/writeread read

read-write dir & 
filesystem 

(e.g, /app/usr,
/mnt/mmc)

Fig. 2. Trusted and untrusted domains and allowed
information flow between them on our evaluation
platform

As Figure 2 shows, all read-
only filesystems and part of
ext3 filesystem where phone
related files are located are re-
garded as trusted, and user
writable filesystems are re-
garded as untrusted. By de-
fault, processes launched from
trusted filesystems are
trusted subjects, and pro-
cesses launched from un-
trusted filesystems are un-
trusted subjects. Note that
our approach does not pre-
vent trusted user application
from being installed on the
device. For example, a trusted
mobile banking application
can be installed in the trusted read-write filesystem, and the process launched
from it is labelled as trusted. We also label any process invoked by message agent
(e.g., MMS or email agent) or browser as untrusted. According to SEIP, trusted
subjects can read and write to trusted filesystem objects, and untrusted subjects
can read all filesystem objects, but can only write to untrusted objects. Figure 2
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also shows the information flow between subjects and filesystem objects. The
access controls are enforced via SELinux kernel level security server.

As created by kernel, virtual filesystems like /sys, /proc, /dev and /selinux
are trusted. Similar to the ext3 filesystem, /tmp and /var include both trusted and
untrusted file and directory objects, depending on which processes create them.

4.2 Securing IPC via D-Bus

D-Bus is the major IPC mechanism for most Linux-based mobile platforms.
The current open source D-Bus implementation has built-in SELinux support.
Specifically, a dbusd can control if a process can acquire a well-known bus name,
and if a message can be sent from one process to another, by checking their
security labels. These partially satisfy our integrity requirement: a policy can
specify that a process can only send message to another process with the same
integrity level. However, as in mobile devices, including our evaluation platform,
both trusted and untrusted applications need to communicate with framework
daemons via dbusd, e.g., to make phone calls or access SIM data, or set up net-
work connections with connectivity service. Therefore, existing D-Bus security
mechanism cannot satisfy this requirement.

Following our integrity rules, we extend D-Bus built-in security in two aspects.
Firstly, each message is augmented with a header field to specify its integrity
level based on the process which sends the message, and the value of this field
is set by dbusd when it receives the message and before dispatches it. As dbusd
listens to a socket on connection requests from other processes, it can get the
genuine process information from the kernel. Note that as dbusd is a Type III
trusted process, both high and low integrity processes can send messages to it.
Secondly, according to our integrity rules, if a destination bus name is a Type
I trusted subject, it can only accept high integrity messages; otherwise, it can
accept both high and low integrity messages.

With these, each message is labeled with a integrity level, and security policies
can be defined to control communication between processes. When a message is
received by a trusted daemon process, its security label is further used by the
security mechanism inside the daemon to control which object that the original
sending process can access via the method call in the message. We explain this
in next subsections.

Our implementation introduces less than 200 line of code based on the D-Bus
framework of LiMo platform, mainly for adding a security context field of D-
Bus message header, setting this filed by dbusd message dispatcher, and security
check before dispatching based on the integrity level of a message and its destina-
tion process. Specifically, as each client process (the sender) connects dbusd with
a dedicated socket, the dispatcher calls dbus connection get unix process id()
to obtain the pid of the sender, then the security context of the sender with
getpidcon(), and then sets the value into the header field. This field is used
later when the message arrives at a destination trusted subject, i.e., to make
access control decision of whether the original sender of the message can invoke
a particular function or access an object.
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4.3 Securing Phone Services

The telephony server provides services to typical phone-related functions such
as voice call, data network (GSM or UMTS), SIM access, message services (SMS
and MMS), and GPS. General applications calls telephony APIs (TAPI) to ac-
cess services provided by the telephony server, which in turn connects to the
wireless modem of the device to build communication channels. In LiMo plat-
forms, message framework and data network framework are dedicated for short
message and data network access services. An application first talks to these
framework severs which in turn talk to the telephony server. Security controls
for those services can be implemented in their daemons.

App Telephony Server
OEM Telephony 
Driver /Modem

tapi_call_setup()

tapi_oem_call_setup()

response

status notifications
status notifications and 

callback

voice conversation state

security_check_hook()

Fig. 3. Secure telephony server. A security hook in
telephony daemon checks if a voice call can be build
for the client.

Different levels of protec-
tion can be distinguished in
voice call. For example, one
policy can only allow trusted
applications can make phone
calls, while untrusted applica-
tion cannot make any phone
call, which is the case in
many feature phones in mar-
ket nowadays. For another ex-
ample policy, untrusted ap-
plications can make usual
phone calls but not those
of premium services such
as payment-per-minute 900
numbers. Different labels can
be defined for telephone numbers or their patterns. In our implementation, we
allow untrusted applications to call 800 toll-free numbers only. Similar design is
used in message framework. Figure 3 shows the workflow for a typical voice
call. A client application calls tapi call setup() to initialize a phone call
with TelCallSetupParams t, which includes the target phone number and type
(voice call, data call, or emergency call), and a callback function to handle pos-
sible results. The telephony server provides intermediate notifications including
modem and connection status to the client. Once the call is established with the
modem, the telephony server sends the connected indication to the TAPI library
which in turn notifies the application via the registered callback function about
the status of call (connected or disconnected), and then the application handles
the processing. We insert a security hook in the telephony server daemon which
checks the integrity level (security context) of calling client from D-Bus message
and decides to allow or deny the call request. For simplicity the dbusd is ignored
in Figure 3.

With similar design principle, we have implemented SEIP in other system
frameworks in our evaluation platform, including the device status management
framework, which maintains all system status such as phone status, device status,
memory status for out-of-memory, audio path, and volume status, and provides
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get/set APIs for accessing them, and the GConf service, which stores config-
uration data for other applications. These mechanisms can prevent malicious
modification of device status and configurations from untrusted applications.
Due to space limit we omit the implementation details in this paper.

4.4 Performance Evaluation

Our policy size is less than 20KB including genfscon rules for filesystem la-
belling. Comparing to that in typical desktop Linux distributions such as Fedora
Core 6 (which has 1.2MB policy file), our policy footprint is tiny. As aforemen-
tioned, the small footprint of our security mechanism is result from the simple
way to identify the borderline between trusted and untrusted domains, and the
efficient way to control their communications.

We study the performance of our SELinux-based implementation with mi-
crobenchmark to investigate the overhead for various low-level system operations
such as process, file, and socket accesses. Our benchmark tests are performed
with the LMbench 3 suites [5]. Our results show that for most operations, our
security enforcement has less than 4% overhead, which is significantly less than
the counterpart technology on PC [28].

5 Related Work

Information flow-based integrity models have been proposed and implemented in
many different systems, including the well-known Biba [16], Clark-Wilson [19],
and LOMAC [21]. Biba integrity property restricts that a high integrity process
cannot read lower integrity data, execute lower integrity programs, or obtain
lower-integrity data in any other manner. In practices, there are many cases that
a high integrity process needs to read low integrity data or receive messages
from low level integrity processes. LOMAC supports high integrity process’s
reading low integrity data, while downgrading the process’s integrity level to the
lowest integrity level it has ever read. PRIMA [25,31] and UMIP [27] dynamically
downgrades a process’s integrity level when it reads untrusted data. As a program
may need to read and write to high integrity data or communicate to high
integrity subjects after it reads low integrity data, it needs to be re-launched by
a privileged subject or user to switch to high level. Although these approaches
can achieve a platform’s integrity status, they are not efficient for always-running
service daemons on mobile devices.

Clark-Wilson [19] provides a different view of integrity dependencies, which
states that through certain programs so-called transaction procedures (TP), in-
formation can flow from low integrity objects to high integrity objects. CW-
lite [25,32] leverages the concept of TP where low integrity data can flow to high
integrity processes via filters such as firewall, authentication processes, or pro-
gram interfaces. Different with the concept of filter, UMIP [27] uses exceptions
to state the situations that require low integrity data to flow to high integrity
processes. A significant difference between these and our solution is that, we do
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not sanitize low integrity information and increase its integrity level. Instead,
our design allows a trusted process to accept low integrity data if it is separated
from high integrity data thus does not affect the behavior of the process. This
fits the requirements of framework services which provide functions to both high
and low integrity processes on open mobile platforms.

UMIP [27] leverages discretionary access control (DAC) information of a Linux
system to configure integrity policies, i.e., to determine high integrity files and
programs. On many phone devices, there is single user [15], so DAC is not so
helpful in this situation. Based on unique phone usage behaviors, our design
considers user downloaded and received codes untrusted, which captures the
existing major security threats of mobile phones.

Mulliner et al. [30] develop a labelling mechanism to distinguish data re-
ceived from different network interfaces of a mobile device. However, there is
no integrity model behind this mechanism, and this approach does not pro-
tect applications accessing data from multiple interfaces. Also, the monitoring
and enforcing points are not complete, which only include hooks in execve(2),
socket(2) and open(2) system calls, and cannot capture program launching via
IPC such as D-Bus.

Android classifies application permissions into four protection levels, namely
Normal, Dangerous, Signature, and SignatureOrSystem [1,20]. The first two can
be available for general applications, while the last two are only available ap-
plications belonging to those signed by the same application provider. Most
permissions that can change a system’s configurations belongs to the last one,
and usually only allows Google or trusted party to have. This is similar to SEIP:
sensitive permissions that alter platform integrity are only available to trusted
domain. However, SEIP does not have a complete solution to distinguish permis-
sion sets for general third-party applications as Android does, since SIP focuses
on platform integrity protection only.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we present a simple but yet effective and efficient security solu-
tion for integrity protection on mobile phone devices. Our design captures the
major threats from user downloaded or unintentionally installed applications,
including codes and data received from Bluetooth, MMS and browser. We pro-
pose a set of integrity rules to control information flows according to different
types of subjects in typical mobile systems. Based on easy ways to distinguish
trusted and untrusted data and codes, our solution enables very simple security
policy development. We have implemented our design on a LiMo platform and
demonstrated its effectiveness by preventing a set of attacks. The performance
study shows that our solution is efficient by comparing to the counterpart tech-
nology on desktop environments. We plan to port our implementation to other
Linux-based platforms and develop an intuitive tool for policy development.
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